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KLEENGUARD N95 RESPIRATOR
NIOSH-Approved N95 respirator has a horizontal flat-fold
that provides more breathing room than traditional cup-
shaped respirators allowing more space for warm air to
dissipate.
KIM 53899

GEL HAND SANITIZER
Made in North America, this gel sanitizer is
made with 70% alcohol germ killing content.
It is made with a flip lid and is available in a
32oz refill or 8oz bottle.

APW 44602 | 8oz 
APW 44606 | 32oz 

WypAll® X60 Cloths are absorbent and reinforced to
stay strong for cleaning performance in light duty tasks;
they absorb water faster than rags
Each blue commercial paper towel measures 12.5” x
13.4” and comes perforated for easy tearing
1 Jumbo Roll / case, 1100 sheets

WYPALL® X60 CLOTHS

KIM 34965 KIM 41055 

SUPERSUPER
SALESALE

SAFETYSAFETY & INDUSTRIAL & INDUSTRIAL
REGINA:     
YORKTON: 
ESTEVAN:
WEYBURN:

(306) 525-2551
(306) 783-6515
(306) 634-3664
(306) 842-4676

PURPLE CLEANER & DEGREASER
Powerful degreaser dissolves quickly and easily removes
grease, dirt, oil and tar from auto parts, engines, tools,
concrete, barbeque grills, stoves, range hoods, shop
equipment and more. Biodegradable water-based solution
dilutes up to 1:20.

PRY 1340C | 1 gal 
PRY 3405C | 5 gal

GERMGUARD combines powerful cleaning agents,
disinfectants and water conditioners to clean and disinfect
surfaces while removing visible and invisible contaminates. 
Government of Canada approved to kill the COVID-19 virus
from surfaces
Makes 160L of disinfectant, that is $0.37/L

GERMGUARD

GDN 10149-16 

CITROL CLEANER AND DEGREASER
Citrol® Concentrate has the ability to rapidly penetrate and remove a wide
range of different soils, dirt and inks. Citrol® concentrate’s formulation does
not contain any unacceptable petroleum distillates, petroleum hydrocarbons,
chlorinated or chlorofluorocarbon type solvents.

NSI 266 | 16oz 

WYPALL® WATERLESS CLEANING WIPES 
Ideal pre-saturated cleaner for on-the-go cleaning of hands, tools,
parts and non-porous work surfaces. The alcohol-free natural citrus
solvents cut through grease, grime and oil, while soothing
ingredients moisturize the skin.
KIM 58310 | 50pc 
KIM 91371 | 75pc 

SCOTT® KITCHEN ROLL TOWELS
Each of the paper towel rolls (20 per case) features
128 perforated towels. While they are single-ply
kitchen paper, they feature fast-drying absorbency
pockets which soak up water fast, so users need
fewer towels to dry their hands and wipe up spills.
KIM 41482 

Multi use non-porous face shield 22.8 cm high and 35.5 cm
wide which includes a head strap attachment. Durable and
washable for multiple uses. 

SLK SBFS 

Proprietary HydroKnit technology is fast absorbing to
wick away moisture
Durable wipes absorb more water and oil than textile
shop rags and stay strong for superior performance
Disposable cloths clean oil, dirt, grime and solvents
Contains 475 WypAll® X80 cloths

WYPALL® X80 CLOTHS



Corded Hearing Protection 29DB. 100 pairs per box poly bag individually wrapped | MMM P2001 
Skull Screws Ear Plugs 32DB Class AL Grey Uncorded, 120 pairs per box poly bag individually wrapped | MMM P1300 
Skull Screws Ear Plugs 32DB Class AL Grey Corded, 120 pairs per box poly bag individually wrapped | MMM P1301
Model 600 Caboflex Banded Style Hearing Protection up to 20DB | MMM 320-2001
3M Peltor Optime 101 Ear Muffs, 26DB CSA Class A  | MMM H7B

9005W FLEXTIME
Lightweight 3M Thinsulate™ C40 lining keeps hands warm in
cold conditions DryhideTM water resistant full-grain goatskin

Spandex stretch back is flexible and provides form-fitting
memory
Leather hooded fingertips and reinforced thumb for additional
padding and protection
Snug-fitting elastic wrist and secure Velcro® closure keeps out
dirt and debris

leather palm resists water penetration up to 3 hours

3M Thinsulate™ C100 lining for superior warmth in cold
conditions
Hard-wearing full-grain goatskin leather offers exceptional
strength and dexterity
Drivers style with ergonomic keystone thumb for superior
flexibility and comfort
Snug-fitting shirred elastic wrist keeps out dirt and debris
with slip-on style cuff for quick and easy removal

9545 SCAPE GOAT

Heavy Sherpa lining keeps hands warm in cold conditions
Smooth full-grain cowhide leather
with breathable cotton drill back for a comfortable wear
Full leather index finger, hooded fingertips, knuckle bar and
pulse protector for added reinforcement and protection
Snug-fitting shirred elastic wrist with slip-on style safety cuff
for easy on/off

94002 RED BARON
3M Thinsulate™ C100 lining keeps hands warm in cold conditions
Smooth full-grain cowhide leather offers strength and durability
“Be safe, be seen!” with hi-vis orange nylon back and night-time
reflective strip on knuckle bar
 Full leather index finger, hooded fingertips, knuckle bar and pulse
protector for added reinforcement and protection
Snug-fitting shirred elastic wrist with slip-on style safety cuff for
easy on/off

94006HHV WINTER FLASHBACK 

 
WAT 9005W (S,M,L,XL,XXL)

 
WAT 9545 (M,L,XL,XXL)

WAT 94002 (M,L,XL,XXL) 
WAT 94006HHV (S,M,L,XL,XXL)

EYESALINE 32OZ WALL STATION
Honeywell Eyesaline® 32 ounce Sterile Saline Single Bottle Wall
Station helps to hold bottles firmly in place with easy access to
bottles in an emergency. 
HON 32-000461-0000

EMPTY DISPENSER BOTTLE FOR WALL
MOUNT 
SCN SAY492
Eyewash Solution refill bottles available. See your sales representative
for details! 

3M HEARING PROTECTION

MMM H7BMMM P2001 MMM P1300MMM P1301 MMM 320-2001

ICE CLEAT
Manufactured with durable ice-penetrating tungsten carbide studs proven to
reduce workplace slips and falls in icy or snowy conditions. Series Ice Cleats
feature an adjustable strap that fits every type and size of footwear, making
it easy and efficient to outfit an entire team. Available in high and low profile. 

JET V9770570-O/S | Low Profile
JET V9770770-O/S | High Profile 

Fibre-Metal®'s welding helmet
Exclusive channel grip system mounts windows and locks them in place to
form a perfect seal from dust, dirt, and debris
Deeper 4" crown protector extends protection without increasing weight
Wide vision 8" x 16.5" wraparound visors provide 40% more protection area
than standard size face shields
Face shields sold separately

HEAD GEAR & FACE SHIELD 

Head Gear | HON F400CSA
Face Shield Tinted | HON 4178IRUV5 
Face Shield Clear | HON 4178CL 

VEHICLE SPILL KIT
10 16" X 18" General Purpose Pads
2 3"X4' General purpose socks
6mil Disposable Bag
Nitrile protective gloves
Items are contained in a yellow "spill kit" 
 logo bag

RBW 888001

FLOOR MARKING TAPE
Extremely durable ToughStripe® floor marking tapes are great
for creating a social distancing environment. They are made
of rugged polyester with ultra-aggressive adhesive and hold
up against heavy forklift traffic.

ADC 104312

CAUTION TAPE
Yellow and black Polyethylene. 3" X 1000'.

ADC TGCT3X1000CAUTION



OLFA EXTRA HD UTILITY KNIFE XH-1
This extra heavy-duty Olfa utility knife is a powerful anti-slip utility knife, featuring a
professional grade Fiberglass rubber grip for maximum comfort and control. Heavy-gauge
stainless steel blade channel protects and holds blade tight, ratchet-wheel blade lock for
unlimited blade positioning. Includes the double-honed UltraSharp Black HBB snap-blade - 25%
sharper than the Silver OLFA HB blades. 

HEX KEYS
8 Piece Metric Folding Hex Key Set
1.5mm, 2mm, 2.5mm, 3mm, 4mm,
5mm, 6mm, 8mm.

ADC TGHT3321

Stainless steel channel and handle
Pocket clip and blade snapper
Pre-loaded with an ABS stainless steel snap-off blade

OLFA AUTO LOCK STAINLESS STEEL CUTTER
The auto-lock mechanism of this utility knife allows you to make quick
and secure changes to the cutting depth with just one hand. Commonly
used for window film and tint preparation. 

OLF SVR-2 | Auto-Lock Cutter 
OLF AB-10S | ABS 10pc Replacement Blades

GARANT PRO 26" SNOW PUSHER
Polypropylene 26" blade has 30% more wear
resistance. 

GAR GIPP26KD 

GARANT PRO 21" SNOW PUSHER
Polypropylene 21" blade has 30% more wear
resistance. 

GAR GIPP21KD 

30" UHMW SNOW PUSHER
30" UHMW snow pusher, perfect for ice
rinks, sidewalks, driveways, decks, and
steps.

GAR GUH30FKDU 

24" YUKON SNOW PUSHER 
24" Yukon Polyethylene snow pusher, with
ergo handle. 

GAR YPP24EAKD

SIDEWALK SCRAPER 
Industrial-grade sidewalk scraper, forged and tempered
steel blade, high-quality varnished hardwood long handle.

GAR YFSW9 

FLOOR SCRAPER 
Floor scraper, with flexible and replaceable steel blade.
22" wide, wood handle. 

GAR GPFS22 

21" SNOW PUSHER- GARANT PRO SERIES
Snow pusher, 21" Polypropylene blade, wear strip, KD, fiberglass
handle.

GAR GIPP21FKDR 

24" SNOW PUSHER- GARANT PRO SERIES
Snow pusher, 24" polypropylene blade, KD, fiberglass handle.

GAR GIPP24FKD

OLF XH-1 | XH-1 Utility Knife
OLF HBB-5B | 5pc Replacement Blade
OLF HBB-20B | 20pc Replacement Blade

25' TAPE MEASURE
Imperial and metric 25' tape measure with
magnetic tip. 

ADC TGTM008 

The closed reed measuring tapes have nylon coated steel blades with minimal stretch
giving you best in class accuracy. The long tapes also has a debris wiper, Grime
Guard™ , that prevents dirt, dust, and debris from entering the closed reel tape
measure.

100' CLOSED REEL LONG TAPE MEASURE

MLW 48-22-5101

TUFF GRADE TOOLS
6.5" Diagonal Cutters     TGHT-031-006 
7.5" Diagonal Cutters     TGHT-031-007 

8" Groove Joint Pliers     TGHT-016-008
10" Groove Joint Pliers   TGHT-016-010
12" Groove Joint Pliers   TGHT-016-012

NEWNEW



For temporary marking on tires,
the Tyre Marque solid paint crayon
marks smoothly on many
surfaces. These bright, smear-
resistant colors are easily seen in
low light areas.

50A Engine start/ 10A Boost / 6A<>2A Maintainer
Automatically adjusts the amperage rate to charge and maintain
Multi-stage charging for added precision, safety and battery life
Automatically maintains optimum battery charge 
Charger will not operate if clamps are reversed

50A 12V FULLY AUTOMATIC BATTERY CHARGER/ STARTER

SCH SC1361

TIRE CHANGE SEASON!
TYRE MARQUE

Charges standard, AGM, Gel and deep-cycle batteries
270A Engine Start – powerful enough for SUVs, trucks and
large engines
40A Boost mode – quickly brings deeply discharged batteries
back to life.

275A 6/12V CHARGER/ENGINE STARTER

SCH SC1326 

POLAR MAX ANTI-GELLING
Super concentrated anti-gel for extreme cold. Contains cetane and
lubricity additives to make this product second to none on
performance. Cleans and unplugs fuel systems, prevents costly fuel
pump and injector repairs. Use summer fuel in the winter and save! 

Description 
7.5" 50lb Cold Weather Black Ties- 100pc
11" 50lb Cold Weather Black Ties- 100 pc
14" 50lb Cold Weather Black Ties- 100 pc
14" 120lb Cold Weather Black Ties- 100pc

Part Number
PIC 7295-36
PIC 7296-36
PIC 7297-36
PIC 7298-36

EXTREME DUTY BLACK NYLON CABLE TIES RATED AT -40C.

TURBOCHARGER CLEANER DIESEL MELT ANTI-GELLING 
Diesel Melt is an emergency fast-acting anti-gelling treatment additive
that is recommended for fuel that has already gelled.

DSG DM16 | 16 oz
DSG DM32 | 32 oz

DSG PM32 | 32 oz 

MKL 051420 | White
MKL 051421 | Yellow

QUIK STIK
Quik Stik® All Purpose is a
smooth-marking solid paint
marker that dries quickly to leave
a bold, permanent mark on most
surfaces. The durable plastic
twist-up holder prevents
breakage.

MKL 061051| White
MKL 061053 | Yellow 

Part Number
PTR 5040227
PTR 5040228
PTR 5040235

Description 
2-1/8" patch 1/4" stem combo, 24pc
2-1/8" patch 3/8" stem combo, 24pc
1" patch with 1/8" stem mini combo, 20pc

Part Number
PTR 17-413-50
PTR 17-418-50

Description 
TR413 Rubber snap in valve stem 50pc
TR418 Rubber snap in valve stem 50pc

ICE MELT
Michelin Quick Ice Melt. This unique formula releases heat to
melt ice and snow quickly. It requires fewer applications than
rock salt and is non-corrosive to concrete and asphalt. Michelin
Quick Melt is 100% natural and leaves no oily residue and is safer
for plants and animals.

KLF 7001 | 10kg 
KLF 7000 | 20kg

1700 peak ampere
Battery status indicator gauge
46 inch heavy-duty #2 cables
DC outlet to power 12 volt accessories

The Jump-N-Carry JNC660 1700 Peak Amp 12 Volt Jump
Starter is a favorite piece of equipment for automotive service
garages, car dealerships, towing operations and busy fleet
service facilities. 
Features:

JUMP-N-CARRY 12V JUMP STARTER

G2S SOLJNC660

A comprehensive multi-purpose winter diesel additive with anti-gel
that addresses critical performance issues. It reduces fuel
consumption, extends fuel system, engine & diesel particulate filter
life, prevents costly fuel pump, and injector repairs.

ARCTIC ANTI-GELLING

All season application to reduce accumulation of carbon, soot,
and frees sticking vanes in turbochargers. Add contents to 500L
of diesel fuel for turbo cleanliness. For severe problems and
faster cleanup, fill fuel filter with Turbocharger Cleaner and add
remainder of contents to 100L of diesel fuel.

DSG FPPTC32 | 32oz

DSG AP16 | 16 oz 
DSG AP32 | 32 oz 


